Taguchi's quality loss function for larger-the-better performance characteristics uses a reciprocal transformation to compute quality loss. This paper suggests that reciprocal transformation unnecessarily complicates and may distort results. Examples of this distortion include the signal-to-noise ratio based on mean squared deviation and the signal-to-noise ratio based on complexity. The concept of complexity is an important element of axiomatic design and axiomatic quality. This paper shows that a simple linear transformation as used in the unified loss function can give an appropriate and comparable signal-to-noise ratio based on mean squared deviation and signal-to-noise ratio based on complexity for larger-the-better characteristics. Mathematical derivations are given and two examples are discussed to demonstrate the proposed methodology.
Introduction
Two types of performance characteristics have been discussed in the literature on quality engineering (Fowlkes and Creveling, 1995; Taguchi et al, 2004; Taguchi et al, 1999) . First, the characteristics, which have the maximum possible target as 100%, are not the larger-the-better characteristics (Taguchi et al, 2004) . Second, the characteristics, which have infinity as the target value, do not really have a target value and are LTB characteristics. In other words, a performance characteristic should have a target as infinity for it to be designated as an LTB characteristic, and characteristics that have a limitation in the theoretical target value cannot be designated as LTB.
A unified quality loss function was proposed in Sharma et al (2007) to bring about similarity among the three cases including smaller-the-better (STB), nominal-the-best (NTB), and larger-the-better (LTB). They proposed a unified formula for quality loss by introducing a term called the target-mean ratio. Implications of the unified quality loss function on the field of quality engineering were studied in Sharma et al (2008) . This paper attempts to further study the implications of the unified quality loss function on the SN ratio, the concept of complexity in axiomatic design, and the relationship between complexity and SN ratio. It will be shown that the complexity formulation for LTB with an infinite target is not equivalent to that for STB and NTB characteristics. Therefore, complexity due to variability for LTB with a finite target is derived, and it is found that a comparable complexity measure is obtained using the unified quality loss function. The effect of a finite target for LTB on the mathematical relationship between the SN ratio and axiomatic measures has also been studied. It will be also shown that for LTB the relationship between the SN ratio and complexity becomes equivalent to the STB case.
There are two important axioms in axiomatic design. The independence axiom of axiomatic design is "maintain the independence of the functional requirements" and the information axiom of axiomatic design is "minimize the information content of the design" (Suh, 2001 ). This paper considers in detail the information axiom because complexity is measured using information content. This paper is not explicitly concerned with the independence axiom because a single functional requirement or quality characteristic is considered.
Axiomatic design research has advanced the design practices toward more useful arenas. One of these arenas is related to the elimination or minimization of vulnerabilities that are established in the design entity due to the violation of design axioms (ElHaik, 2005) . Design complexity, which is addressed by the information axiom, is a major vulnerability. Complexity has three components including sensitivity, variability, and correlation. The information measure has been used to derive mathematical relationships that quantify these components in the context of the axiomatic quality process (El-Haik, 2005) . The robust design philosophy proposed focuses upstream on the conceptual design stage. In contrast, traditional approaches normally focus downstream. An important objective in robust design is to reduce the sensitivity of system performance to variation due to manufacturing, conditions of customer use, and wear. Axiomatic design and Taguchi methods have been linked via information content in design (Kar, 2000) . Kar (2000) showed that the information content in product and process design is directly proportional to Taguchi's quality loss function and inversely proportional to the SN ratio. The paper established a rigorous link between axiomatic design methods and robust design methods using information content to indicate that a product, which has low information content, has low quality loss and high SN ratio. Kar used Shannon's communication channel and entropy definition from information theory and Kullback's symmetric divergence measure for information content to establish links between both the design arenas. However, for LTB the reciprocal transformation was used.
El-Haik contributed to bridging the gap between axiomatic design and robust design through mathematical relationships. The integration of the axiomatic design method with robust design provides useful perspectives of the design (El-Haik, 2006) . This contribution involves two parts, which include (1) complexity related to quality loss functions and (2) complexity related to SN ratios for STB, NTB, and LTB characteristics. Quality loss is a function of variance and bias (i.e., mean deviation from the target) and complexity is a function of variance. El-Haik (2005) related complexity reduction with reduction in quality loss. However, the reduction in complexity is different based on the type of characteristic; e.g., STB and LTB. This is because of the reciprocal transformation that has been used for LTB, whereas STB (and NTB) use linear transformation. This research argues that the complexity measure should not be dependent on the type of characteristic (i.e., STB, NTB, or LTB). This paper makes an effort to eliminate this disparity among the three relationships. Joseph (2004) addressed QLF for nonnegative variables. That is, Joseph derives a new set of loss functions for nonnegative variables using Taguchi's definition of quality as a basis. The proposed loss functions assume that the loss is additive and employs STB, nominal-the-better (NTB), and LTB. The new loss function is compared with the quadratic loss function and is shown to be comparable since the quadratic loss function is meant for unrestricted variables. Joseph also proposed a multivariate extension of the QLF.
Similarly, El-Haik (2005) also linked design complexity to SN ratio for the three types of quality engineering characteristics (called functional requirements, FR, in axiomatic design) because both complexity and SN ratio are functions of variability. The relationships between axiomatic complexity and SN ratio for STB, NTB, and LTB characteristics are also different. This is also attributed to the use of a reciprocal transformation for the LTB type of characteristic. The mathematical relationships between complexity and SN ratios should not be dependent on the type of characteristic (Sharma et al, 2009) . In this paper an attempt has been made to bring about similarity among the three cases by introducing linear transformation for the LTB case as used for the other two cases. The methodology proposed leads to consistent and comparable results because it obviates the need to assume the target value as infinity for LTB characteristics. This consistency is not possible in the approach given in El-Haik (2005) , which is based on an infinite target for LTB. In the proposed method, a common method for all three cases (i.e., STB, NTB, and LTB) can be used for the relationship of 1) complexity and quality loss and 2) complexity and SN ratio. In addition, the relationships become equivalent for STB and LTB cases at a target-mean ratio of 2. By utilizing the unified loss function an attempt has been made to streamline the mathematical aspect as well as the practical aspect of the relationship between complexity and the quality loss function as well as between complexity and SN ratio. In the next section the unified quality loss function is briefly revisited. Then the SN ratio for LTB characteristics based on the unified loss function is presented.
Unified Quality Loss Function
Mean squared deviation (MSD) is used in the formulation of the quality loss function for STB, NTB, and LTB characteristics (Maghsoodloo, 1991) . The term ( )
is the mean squared deviation, for a group of n products given the performance readings of y i = y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ,K , y n and a target of m. In Sharma et al (2007) , a unified formula, shown in Equation 1, was proposed for the three types of characteristics, namely STB, NTB, and LTB.
Where y is the mean of the present performance and α = m y is the target-mean ratio. When α = 0, Equation 1 
MSD
There are many LTB performance parameters which have no obvious ideal performance limit. This is the basis for the assumption of an infinite target and the use of the reciprocal transformation for LTB in Taguchi's loss function. To facilitate the use of linear transformation in place of reciprocal transformation, the target can be determined by selecting a target-mean ratio for LTB. In the case of LTB, α must be significantly greater than 1 but need not be a large number or infinity. It has been shown by mathematical derivation and a case study that at α = 2 the LTB case is equivalent to the STB case. The only difference is that the target is not zero but is placed equidistant from the mean on the other side. Therefore, it was recommended to set the target at double the present mean performance for most cases (Sharma et al, 2007) . The target is not assumed to be infinity though the case is LTB. Therefore, Equation 1 can be used interchangeably to encompass all three cases of quality loss (STB, NTB, and LTB).
In the next section an overview of the current SN ratio for LTB is given and then a new SN ratio based on a finite target is proposed. An example of a welding process is given to demonstrate the use of the proposed SN ratio. Next, the existing complexity formulations for STB, NTB, and LTB are discussed and a new complexity formulation for LTB is proposed based on a finite target. Then, the existing relationships between the SN ratio and complexity for LTB cases are discussed and a new relationship between SN ratios and complexity is proposed based on a finite target. An example is given to show that the proposed relationship between the SN ratios and complexity for LTB gives comparable and consistent results.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio for LTB with a Finite Target
The SN ratio functions as a single measure of robustness and a gain in the SN ratio reflects an improvement in robustness (Taguchi, 2004) . This ratio must be related to lower cost, reduced time to market, and improved quality. In general, the SN ratio for quality characteristics is based on mean squared deviation and can be calculated as given in Equation 3 (Taguchi, 2004; Fowlkes and Creveling, 1995) . (2004) states that "The larger-the-better characteristic should be nonnegative, and its most desirable value is infinity." Joglekar (2003) argued "Characteristics such as bond strength also do not have negative values but larger values are preferred. The target value is infinity. Such characteristics are called larger-the-better characteristics." Yang and El-Haik (2008) have discussed "For some quality characteristics, such as welding bond strength, the ideal target value is infinity. These are larger-thebetter (i.e., "the larger, the better" or "larger is better") quality characteristics. Performance levels will progressively worsen if y decreases; the worst possible value is zero." For the worst possible case at zero, Taguchi's quality loss is infinite because the reciprocal of zero is infinite. The concept of a finite target for LTB is used as the basis for the development of the SN ratio, design complexity, and the relationship between them. For LTB characteristics, Taguchi's signal-to-noise ratio also assumes a target of infinity, which is given in Equation 4 (Fowlkes 1995; Taguchi, 1999; Taguchi, 2004) .
The assumption of an unrealistic infinite target for LTB induces several issues as discussed in Sharma et al (2007) . The quality loss estimates for STB and LTB are not comparable. The MSD for LTB in terms of variance and mean of performance is approximate only and employs variance and mean of the performance, not bias as shown in Equation 4. The bias is infinity in every case before improvement as well as after improvement (Sharma et al, 2007) . Therefore, the MSD or SN ratio cannot depend on bias.
If the maximum possible target (e.g., 100% efficiency) is achieved, Taguchi's loss function delivers a small quality loss, though not zero as expected. Also, the loss is infinite when the observed value for the LTB characteristic is zero. Taguchi's quality loss function based on the reciprocal transformation does not satisfy both the boundary conditions, i.e., extremely good and extremely poor performance. In Sharma et al (2007) it was demonstrated that the quality loss is zero if the maximum possible target is achieved when the unified quality loss function is employed. Moreover, the unified loss function gives a finite loss when the LTB characteristic approaches zero. Therefore, the unified loss function produces realistic results at all increments including the ideal boundary conditions. Therefore, it is proposed to employ the unified loss function that uses a finite target and linear transformation for LTB in place of Taguchi's loss function which uses an infinite target and reciprocal transformation. Sharma et al (2008) proposed the concept of the complementary property. An STB characteristic complementing a given LTB characteristic may be called a complementary characteristic. For example, inefficiency (STB) is a complementary characteristic of efficiency (LTB), and percent defective (STB) is a complementary characteristic of percent non-defective (LTB). It was suggested that whether a given LTB characteristic or its STB complementary characteristic is considered for the same process or system the MSD and quality loss must be equal. In other words, the quality loss must satisfy the complementary property. In general, if the target is infinity, then the MSD or quality loss for LTB and that for its complementary characteristic are unequal and the complementary property is not satisfied. The unified loss function satisfies the complementary property without a loss of generality.
It is proposed that a finite target, m, be considered for LTB. Therefore, the proposed SN ratio using linear transformation as suggested in Sharma et al (2007) is employed in place of reciprocal transformation is given as shown in Equation 5.
In the proposed Equation 6, the MSD for LTB has two components including variance and bias. This is the same as the MSDs for STB and NTB. Improved performance with respect to a higher target reduces bias. This reduction in bias is neither obvious nor observable in Taguchi's MSD for LTB. Reduction in either variance or bias or both will reduce the MSD and increase the proposed SN ratio.
In Taguchi's method, LTB must be converted to STB using reciprocal transformation. When reciprocal transformation is used to convert LTB into STB several issues arise. First, the reciprocals of performance values greater than one will be between zero and one. This compression or change of scale is unnecessary and can be eliminated. By avoiding reciprocal transformation and using simple linear transformation the full and actual range of performance can be utilized in calculations. Taguchi's, as well as the unified loss function, are independent of any particular distribution of performance. The performance values are expected to follow some distribution with the most common being the normal distribution. When a variable follows a normal distribution the reciprocal of the variable follows an inverse normal distribution. However, according to Robert (1991) , the mean and variance of the inverse normal distribution are undefined. It is, therefore, evident that the reciprocal of a performance value does not retain the information of the response because of the nature of the transformation. In general, the distribution of a reciprocal of response changes from that of the response itself.
Second, the unit of response changes to some other unit that in many cases is not really useful or comprehensible. For example, pressure in lbs/in 2 will change to in 2 /lb, temperature in 0 C will change to 0 C -1 , and tool life in hrs will change to hrs -1 . In comparison, such a change of unit is not required for STB or NTB. Third, the calculations no longer remain simple and exact because approximation is achieved using Taylor series expansion of the reciprocal as shown in Equation 4. Next, the results are no longer comparable with the STB characteristic (Sharma et al, 2007) . Finally, if one were to combine different characteristics in the case of multivariate quality loss when LTB needs to be considered along with STB or NTB, they would not be comparable. In that situation, it would make more sense to use the covariance between STB (or NTB), y i , and LTB, y j , in comparison to using the covariance between STB (or NTB), y i , and LTB, 1 y j , in computations.
The linear transformation does not alter the variance of the original data, whereas reciprocal transformation completely alters the variance. Using linear transformation with a target at 2 times the mean renders an important advantage that the mean of the data is also unchanged along with the variance. Reciprocal transformation alters the mean as well as the variance of the original data. In this way, the linearly transformed data is used as if the data was not transformed in terms of the mean and variance. Suppose the same data set that pertains to the STB characteristic, also pertains to the LTB characteristic. The SN ratios computed using present method will be altogether different merely because the characteristic types are different. With the proposed method equivalent ratios for STB and LTB are obtainable.
Therefore, it is proposed that Equation 6 gives the SN ratio for the LTB case. As discussed in the previous unified quality loss function section, it is recommended to set the target at double the present mean performance or α is set equal to 2. The following example demonstrates how the proposed SN ratio for LTB can be used to measure improvement.
Example 1: Welding Process
This example is taken from Fowlkes (1995) in which welding is performed using four welding machines and the interchanging of three operators is treated as a noise factor. The LTB quality characteristic in this problem is welding strength measured in pound per square inch (psi). Table 1 shows the calculations of mean performance, MSD, quality loss in dollars, and SN ratio using the reciprocal transformation in Taguchi's loss function for the four welding machines in the presence of noise, i.e., changing operators from shift to shift. The last column gives the ranking of machines on the basis of SN ratio calculated using Taguchi's loss function as given in Equation 4. Also in this table, an overall mean performance y = 6188.33 ( ) is shown which is used to set the target in Table 2 . The SN ratios using reciprocals for non-negative quality characteristics greater than one should be positive. As shown in Table 2 , these values are positive for all four machines as the performance values for all the machines are greater than one. , in the presence of the same noise. The last column in Table 2 provides the ranking of machines on the basis of SN ratio using the unified loss function. The ranking of machines using the new LTB quality loss function is the same as that obtained using Taguchi's loss function. The MSD function proposed is monotonous for i y m < . Therefore, the unified quality loss function can be used to provide consistent results for the SN ratio. The SN ratios using linear transformation for non-negative quality characteristics greater than one should be negative. As shown in Table 2 , the SN ratios are negative as expected for all four machines as the performance values for all the machines are greater than one. Target m = 2*mean performance = 2*6188.33 = 12376.67 psi
In the example of the welding strength one might say 6000 is better than 3000, 12000 is better than 6000, 24000 is better than 12000, and this goes on at infinitum. As previously discussed, the target, m, should preferably be set at 2 times the mean provided m is greater than all y i . This ensures that there would not arise any need to consider a situation such as 13000 is better than 12376 psi in which (13000 = y i ) > (12376 = m). This violates the given condition "m > all y i " and, therefore, has no place in the loss function proposed. Suppose there were a (y i = 13000), then m would be greater than 13000 with a target-mean ratio more than 2 but finite. This is expected to be a possible rare case. For example, it is unlikely that a performance weld strength reading of y i = 13000 is part of the data set given in the example that has a mean of 6188.33. However, when it is observed, then the condition that the target must be greater than all y i must be satisfied when setting the target. When such a situation arises a target-mean ratio higher than 2 may be used. The next section discusses the formulations of complexity for STB and NTB, using a finite target, LTB using an infinite target, and the use of the unified loss function. The relationships between the SN ratios and complexity are discussed in a later section.
Complexity and Quality Loss -LTB with Finite Target
Complexity is defined as a measure of uncertainty in achieving the specified functional requirements (FR) (Suh, 2001) . Therefore, complexity is related to information content, which is defined as a logarithmic function of the probability of achieving functional requirements, which in turn is information content. The design process is described in terms of the mapping between domains in axiomatic design (Suh, 1999) . Functional requirements in the functional domain describe the design goals for a product, e.g., systems and software. In the design stage, the functional requirements in the functional domain are mapped to the design parameters (DP) in the physical domain (Suh 1999 ). The probability of success means the probability of satisfying a given FR in the process domain. The process domain allocates the processes required to achieve the design parameters and to realize products. A design parameter is distributed over the system range. Therefore, the process domain can be viewed as the system range. The design range is defined as the acceptable tolerance range for a functional requirement. Therefore, the probability of success would be the area under the curve of the probability density function (pdf) for the system range bounded by the design range (Suh, 1999) . The design range is specified using lower and upper specification limits, i.e., LSL (dr l ) and USL (dr u ), as shown in Figure 1 . The system pdf has an influence on the system range (sr l to sr u , Figure 1 ) and the system range provides bounds on the system pdf. However, the system range may be different from the design range. For a quality characteristic, y, in robust design the corresponding term in axiomatic design is the FR. The common range (sr l to dr u , Figure 1 ) is the portion of the system range overlapped by the design range. The common area under the system pdf and design range, in turn, gives the probability of achieving a specified FR (El-Haik, 2005) . The information axiom in axiomatic design is to "minimize the information content of the design" (Suh, 2001; Lee, 2003) . The design or manufacturing of a given component requiring minimum information content gives the maximum probability of achieving success. According to El-Haik (2005) , Shannon entropy is restricted to discrete random variables. Differential entropy, employing the concept of Boltzmann entropy, is used to compute the complexity for functional requirements that follow continuous probability distributions. The complexity due to variability for the interval [μ FR -ΔFR, μ FR +ΔFR] is given as in Equation 7 (El-Haik, 2005) :
Complexity for a given functional requirement that follows a normal system range (a normal source of information) i.e.,
using approximation is given as in Equation 8 (El-Haik, 2005).
h f ( )= ln 2πeσ FR 2 ( 8 ) El-Haik's work bridges the gap between robust design and axiomatic design by providing mathematical relationships between quality loss and complexity. Complexity reduction is shown to be related to reduction in quality loss. Further, the relationships between complexity and the quality loss function concerning STB, NTB, and LTB are given in El-Haik (2005) as follows. For NTB, if the target is denoted as FR T , and k is a proportionality constant, then the quality loss is given as in Equation 9. 
L FR,T FR
( )= k FR − T FR ( ) 2( 9 )
E L FR,T FR
where,
Equation 11 can also represent the STB case when T FR = 0. However, for LTB, where the target is infinity and the FR is bounded by FR l , the lower specification limit, the loss is shown in Equation 12.
L FR,T FR
If μ FR is the mean FR of the system range, then by Taylor series expansion around FR = μ FR Equation 13 is determined by neglecting higher-order terms greater than two (El-Haik, 2005) .
For a normally distributed FR, an approximate solution for complexity is provided as shown in Equation 14 (El-Haik, 2005) .
( 1 4 ) where,
Because STB and NTB consider a finite target whereas LTB considers an infinite target, the formula for complexity due to variability for LTB, (Equation 14 ) is different from that for NTB and STB cases (Equation 11). Also, because complexity as σ , the complexity due to variability for all three types of characteristics will be equal for the same standard deviation of performance. To achieve similarity among complexity for the three cases it is proposed that a finite target be considered for LTB. When a finite target in terms of the target-mean ratio is considered for LTB then the proposed solution is found using Equation 11 and α = T FR FR as follows in Equation 15:
For a particular case when for complexity can be obtained using the unified loss function. In the next section, the relationship between SN ratio and complexity is discussed as well as a simplification approach using the unified quality loss function in which LTB has a finite target.
SN Ratio and Complexity Relationship
Design complexity and SN ratio are both functions of variation. However, both are related with variation in opposing fashion. As variation increases complexity also increases but SN ratio decreases. The ideal system has a high SN ratio and low complexity. The SN ratio is a function of bias (or mean) of performance and variance. El-Haik (2005) connected robust design with axiomatic design through mathematical relationships between complexity and SN ratios for the three types of quality characteristics. According to El-Haik (2005) ( 1 7 ) According to El-Haik (2005) , Equation 18 relates the SN ratio for STB and complexity:
h f ( ) = ln 2πe 10
( 1 8 ) The relationships between SN ratio and complexity for LTB (Equation 17 ) and STB (Equation 18) are neither equivalent nor similar. Therefore, the results would generally be different. This inconsistency can be eliminated using linear transformation in the unified loss function in place of reciprocal transformation used by Taguchi for an infinite target. With a finite target using the unified loss function, as proposed earlier the MSD and SN ratio for LTB can be related as in Equation 19 as follows (from Equation 6):
Therefore, it is proposed that the SN ratio and complexity for LTB characteristics be related in a different way as follows in Equation 20 (from Equations 15 and 19): Although the current relationships between complexity and quality loss are different for LTB and NTB (or STB) the complexity measures are the same for all three cases. This is because the complexity equations take into account standard deviation only. The SN ratio based on complexity will generally be different for different types of characteristics when the reciprocal transformation is used for calculating the SN ratio. On the other hand, the SN ratio based on the unified loss function provides consistent complexity among the three cases. The following section provides an example to demonstrate this consistency.
Example 2: SN Ratio and Complexity -Spring Rate
This example is taken from Fowlkes (1995) and El-Haik (2005) . The sample consists of two sets of springs manufactured by two machines, new and old. Their spring rates are given in Table 3 . The spring rate is an NTB characteristic with a target value of 0.5 oz./in. Spring rate complexity and signal-to-noise ratio based on complexity for each machine is calculated. Tables 3 and 4 give the calculated values of complexity using Equations 11 and 14 for the three cases as if the data set pertained to NTB, STB, and LTB characteristics, respectively. The complexity measures are the same for all three cases because the complexity equations take into account the standard deviation only. However, this situation does not hold if the SN ratios are calculated using complexity. The SN ratios computed using Equation 17 with the assumption of the target at infinity for LTB (-8.3556 and -0.5792 , new and old machine, respectively) are not the same as for STB (8.26907 and 5.10554 new and old machine, respectively) as shown in Table 4 . For STB and LTB, the SN ratios have different values. This inconsistency in the results is generally inevitable if the target is infinity. NTB is not considered here as comparison since NTB is not warranted. The proposed Equation 20 was used to calculate the SN ratio for LTB based on complexity at 1.5 and 2 alpha levels, respectively. The SN ratios calculated with the assumption of a finite target at the target-mean ratio (i.e., alpha level) of 2 are the same for LTB (8.26907 and 5.10554 new and old machine, respectively) as for STB (8.26907 and 5.10554 new and old machine, respectively). Therefore, the SN ratio and complexity for LTB characteristics can be related as proposed in Equation 20 to obtain consistent and comparable results.
Conclusions
This paper considers Taguchi's quality loss for calculating the SN ratio for LTB in which reciprocal transformation is used to convert LTB into STB. Reciprocal transformation makes it difficult to deal with and alters some results. Examples include the SN ratio based on mean squared deviation (MSD) and the SN ratio based on complexity. The unified method assumes some finite target in the case of LTB. The implication of a finite target on SN ratio, the relationship between the quality loss function and complexity, and the relationship between the SN ratio and complexity has also been discussed in this paper. The complexity formulation for LTB with an infinite target is not similar to that for STB and LTB characteristics. They need to be similar because the type of characteristics should not determine the complexity formulation. Therefore, complexity due to variability for LTB with a finite target was derived and shown to have a comparable complexity measure with the unified quality loss function. The effect of a finite target for LTB on the mathematical relationship between the signal-to-noise ratio and axiomatic measures was also studied. This relationship between signal-to-noise ratio and complexity, an axiomatic measure, becomes equivalent to the STB case. A simple linear transformation that assumed a finite target was shown to provide comparable SN ratios based on the MSD and SN ratio based on complexity for LTB characteristics. Two examples were also discussed to demonstrate the proposed methodology.
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